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Publisher Summary
T urn taking is used for the ordering of moves in games, for allocating political office, for
regulating traffic at intersections, for the servicing of customers at business
establishments, and for talking in interviews, meetings, debates, ceremonies,
conversations. T his chapter discusses the turn-taking system for conversation. On the
basis of research using audio recordings of naturally occurring conversations, the chapter
highlights the organization of turn taking for conversation and extracts some of the
interest that organization has. T he turn-taking system for conversation can be described
in terms of two components and a set of rules. T hese two components are turnconstructional component and turn-constructional component. T urn-allocational
techniques are distributed into two groups: (1) those in which next turn is allocated by
current speaker selecting a next speaker and (2) those in which next turn is allocated by
self-selection. T he turn-taking rule-set provides for the localization of gap and overlap

self-selection. T he turn-taking rule-set provides for the localization of gap and overlap
possibilities at transition-relevance places and their immediate environment, cleansing
the rest of a turn's space of systematic bases for their possibility.
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This chapter is a variant version of â€œA Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking
for Conversation,â€ which was printed in Language, 5 0 , 4 (1974), pp. 696â€“735. An earlier
version of this paper was presented at the conference on â€œSociology of Language and Theory of
Speech Acts,â€ held at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research of the University of Bielefeld,
Germany. We thank Dr. Anita Pomerantz and Mr. Richard Faumann for pointing out to us a number
of errors in the text.
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